Comment on "Vortex Liquid Crystal in Anisotropic Type II Superconductors"
conductors [5] . It is worthy to notice that the issue itself is interesting and has not been addressed satisfactorily yet. However, the conclusion on the existence of a smectic vortex phase in the anisotropic superconductors drawn from Lindemann's argument by the authors is unphysical. The reason of the mistake is clear: There is no appropriate estimate on the thermal fluctuations above the "lower melting temperature" in a given magnetic field, since the basis of the elastic theory [6] adopted by the authors, namely the lattice structure, disappears already; One therefore cannot argue even the existence of the intermediate phase, such as smectic in Fig. 1 of Ref. [5] , above the "lower melting temperature", not only its melting as noticed by the authors.
It is interesting to ask if one can draw useful information from a Lindemann-type argument for melting phenomena in anisotropic superconductors. An idea, which looks more physical than claiming the existence of intermediate phase above lattice, is to suppose that one can have different Lindemann numbers in different directions for anisotropic superconductors. Then one can lower the "upper melting line" to lower temperature by reducing the Lindemann number associated with it till the "two melting lines" collapse. If this process is successful, one should conclude a single melting transition with two Lindemann numbers, instead of two meltings.
In order to check this idea, we use the same scheme adopted by Carlson et al. [5] . It should be noticed that authors did not provide enough information on the parameters for one to reproduce the numerical results in Ref.
[5], e.g. T c . However, from the elastic theory [6] , we know that in Lindemann's argument the melting line should be given by the following relation:
. This property permits us to shift the "upper melting line" by reducing the Lindemann number without knowing the details of f (b, κ, γ, Gi). The numerical results thus obtained are shown in Fig. 1 . There is a perfect collapse between the two curves when one takes c long ≃ 0.17 while fixes c short = 0.2 to the value chosen by Carlson et al. [5] . The collapse of these two curves is not by accident caused by these two particular numbers. The important quantity here is clearly the ratio c short /c long , and their absolute values can only be determined by comparison with experiments and/or theoretical treatments which deal with thermal fluctuations microscopically. Detailed analysis will be presented elsewhere [7] .
If the "two melting lines" never collapse, a case seems unlikely to us, but certainly more interesting and cannot be excluded theoretically, one could have more than one intersections between these "two melting lines", with the trivial one at T c of null magnetic field. Then the lower melting temperature should be adopted as the true one at a given magnetic field and we can thus form the true, single melting line. There is a kink on the phase boundary specified by a critical magnetic field: the melting mechanism at the two sides of the critical magnetic field is different. Note that the only way to tell whether this scenario occurs or not is to compare with experiments and/or sophisticated theories. 
